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metting, and the fallow wa said, that would be terrific. I thought be meant

that would be frightful. It has nothing in the world to do with terrify.

End of class llend of 0 16




0 17..

you mean aaactify in an actual sense here, but that it has come .... Oh,

yes, it could be a real sanctifying, but it is the derived sense, and it is

very easy to see how a word could get derived. Of course, that's one thing

that makes exegesis of anything complicated, are these derived senses that often

we don't have proof of. And we find that in reading Eng]h that we know.-l..

And here as you say it is in opposition to the Lord, and it must either be a

heathen deity, or just a general term ...1... I notice here in the version

of the KJ I have here it says prepare warØ', and there is a marginal note that

suggests santtified. It doesn't add anything to clarify it, does it? One

really would need a note on that, wouldn't you think, in the Bible? ...l....

of course, tt would probably just be derived from' the ceremony. It would be

a little hard to see how the separation I guess could be in here, but that

would be in the original. It is certainly not a holy word. Well, of course,

an Israelite today mj: might say to the Arabs proclaim a holy war. Go ahead

and proclaim a holy war. If it wasn't for the tanks, and plain directions we

are giving you, you wouldn't get any place. Well, shall we go on...

That's kind of ironic, isn't it, for the weak one to say l am a hero?

WA: It isn't so much ironic, as it is the idea of everybody being stirred

up for the war 2every one, even the weak ones of the army zix are

going out and acting like a hero...2...

AAM: Build up your morale to the point where everybody is full of con

fidence. Next verse?

WA: 3all the surrounding nations rise up and come in, and gat

gather together there, and let your mighty ones come down 3- ...That's

a very difficult verse, in alot of ways 3and this last phrase was a

puzzle to me for a long time, and that's the only way I know to make good sense

uxt out of it,let thy mighty ones come down...
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